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Key features

5 bedrooms
5 bathrooms
Sleeps 10
Private pool
BBQ

Bedrooms

Bedroom 1 - King-size bed
Bedroom 2 - King-size bed
Bedroom 3 - Queen-size bed
Bedroom 4 - 2 twin beds
Bedroom 5 - Queen-size bed

Inside

The moment you make your way through the front door, you will be taken by the beautiful, rounded
archway entrance and natural light that graces the interior with its presence.

The living room presents plenty of opulent furnishings, including a leather-bound sectional, love seat,
and additional rounded-back single guest seating. In the center of this commodious room sits a rustic
ottoman than doubles as a fashionable coffee table, as elegant artwork is displayed gracefully on the
walls. You will also find a two-door entertainment center with a massive flat screen television upon it,
for your viewing pleasure! After all, nothing brings the family together like an old-fashioned movie night.
Or break out your competitive side by making it a game night all thanks to your very own Nintendo
Switch gaming console! Finally, a golden accent light hangs from above as large potted tropical foliage
adds a lively pop of color.

The kitchen is spacious, inviting, and impeccably stagged with textured walls, handsome cabinetry, and
a bevy of stainless-steel appliances. In addition, you will find a stately kitchen island with built-in
appliances, set with six ultra-chic bar stools. This divine addition makes meal preparation and
entertaining an absolute breeze! Not to mention, it doubles as a fun breakfast nook for your family and
friends. Lastly, high above hangs two island-inspired pendant lights, perfect for setting the mood for
any occasion. So, whip up and pancakes and mimosas and let the fun begin!

Just a few feet away, through the columned archway, sits the banquet room. Here, intricate wallpaper
dons the walls, as a modern gold chandelier steals the scene. Eight high-backed chairs anchor an
understated supper table, perfect for every occasion, from a large family reunion to a romantic dinner for
two. It is also worth noting that the dining room highlights a sliding glass door with access to the
outside.
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Outside

Head outside onto your private veranda to take a refreshing dip beneath the moonlight. Enjoy endless
hours in this resort-style pool, framed by the most comfortable lounge furnishings on the market. Want
to throw a backyard BBQ for the books? There is nothing this dream home can't handle!
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